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●
SASAKI HIR｡1,UKl (佐々木宏之) 1
Tm recent Study, it was argued that envelope-base,J.hspar.ty s.gnaLs w｡,r｡, extra..,ted Hom the outputs
of orienlalion-tuned filtet･S (WiJcox a FIesS, 1996). This comLusiorl Was derived from the impairment oJ'
depth perception i一一f'Oveal visio†- with tlle "Trier grat.ngS (,川le irltCrO(･lJlarly-orthOgOnal orientation･ In
the present exp(元mellt, tlepth d読rilninati｡1-,∫ similar Gabor stimuli was investigated ir- peripheral
vision. llhe resu一ts revealed that ln peripheral vision言he envelope-based disparlty Slgllals were I.()t
distt.r♭ed hy the carrier gut.ng oriented orthogonaLly, and that the stereoscopIC PCrfor-nco was hotter
when the calTier gratlng had a high spatial frequerlCyi rllhe se-J experiment uslrlg Orthog(,皿lly-Oriented
stimuli with interocuLarly-different spatial freque-y indicated dlat the envelope-dispamy detectors were
…ied fb∫ spat,al簡･eqlle-lCy･ I-- Order to interpret the reslllts言lle fbllowmg two pr,ssihilities abol上目lle
scconJ-order stereos-plc -Chanism are dig-ssed･ The first is that th･-C.-L1-Order stereoscop･｡
mechanism m.ght bc tu-A for orientation at foveal vision, but not at peripheral vision･ The second is that
second-order stereopsiS might he distubed by the L'･rs1-Order stereoseop,c proecssmg at fovcaL visioT主but
一一Ot ill perlplle一･al vision･
Key words: stereopsIS, Second-ordt阜Ori(,ntation, Spatial frt･qu(,ncy､ disparity
Introduction
lt is well knowll that stereoscopic depth arises Hom the binocular disparity Or the
corresponding point on the retil-ae Of the two eyes･ A ralldom-dot stereo伊･am (RDS) shows that
even if all Object has no monocular colltOur Of an object, the stereoscopIC mechanism is able to
determine the poln出)I-polnt COHeSpOndence and to detect the binocular disparlty･ Therefbre,
some researchers have o鵬red models which attempt to resolve this conespondence prob一em
(Julesz, 1971; Marl & Poggio言976; Prazdny, 1985)･
The natural sllnOundings, however, are　蘭1 °f m｡n｡cularly consplCuOuS COntOuS･
Functionally, the moll｡Cular contours can he useml fbr binocular請sion･ WhCIl the disparity ln
RDS is larger than the請sional limit, stereoscopic depth disappears (Fender & Julesz, 1967)･
However, the monoclhrly prominent contours in RDS can hcilitate stereopsIS in large disparlty,
although these contoms are not so e胱ctive in small disparity (Saye 皮 Frishy工975)〟
FurthermOre, Several repons have shown that stereoscoplC depth can occur ill
intcrocularly-uncorrelated stereograms which have disparate monocular cont｡u埠Changes jn
1. The autlLOr thanks.I･ Cyoba for parti･.,･patlng m eXPerimer･ts aml helpful -mncnts･ The EngLisL-sea in
this mamlSCript was revised by Miss Ki Miller (Royal Erlglish I･-帥age (】emer十°1,km,kaJaト,抑)･
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texture(Ramachandran, Rae, 堤 Vidyasagar, 1973), changes in spatial frequency (Mayhew 堤
Frisby, 1978), Hicker-demed contours (Prazdny, 1984), motion-demed contours (Halperm
1991~), and challgeS in luminance contrast (Mayhew & Frisby言976; Wilcox 皮 ness, 1996)i In
these stereograms, there was no polnt-for-polnt Correspondence defined by the lumina-e edge･
Binocular depth perception derived請m such monocularly-Visible contours without luminance
infbmation is generally called "second-order''stereopsIS･
Recent works have used the Gabor patch as a stimulus for investigating the effects of the
second-order feature (Hess a Wilcox, 1994; Nishida a Sato, 1995i Wilcox a ness, 1995, 1996)I
This stim山s is a pattem of sinusoidal grating enveloped by a Caussian envelope, enabling
separate control of the first-order feature (carrier grating) and the second-order feature (Caussian
envelope)i
The characteristics of the品st- and second-order 危atures are found to di的r缶)m each other
in the stereoscopic processing. Hess and Wilcox (1994) reponed that fbr stereoscopic acuity the
dependence on the first- and second-order featues differs according toJ the spatial frequency
'bandwidth･ For broad-band stimuli, stereoacuity depends on the spatial freque-y of the carrier
gratlng, Whereas for narrow-band stimuli, stereoaculty depends on the size or the contrast
envelope. Similarly, Nishida and Sato (1995) found that the dependence of a diHerential threshold
on the first- and second-order features differs in pedestal dispar.ty･ For small dispar.ty,
stereoscopic depth is inHuenced by the disparlty Of the carrier gratlng'Whereas fbr large disparltyぅ
stereoscopic depth is in皿enced by the disparity Of the contrast envelope･ In addition河､e upper
disparity limit (D1-一ax) was reported to be determine solely by the size of the contrast envelope
(Wilcox & Hess, 1995)i
These previous studies suggest that the contrast i晶mation purely contributes envelope
extraction for second-order stereopsIS･ If so, second-order stereopsis shot.ld be independent of the
orientation of the canier grating. Wilcox and Hess (1996), however, showed a result contrary to
this expectation･ They concluded that envelope extraction was orientation-tuned, since the
interocularly-o五〇gonal orientation of me carrier gratlng Impaired the stereoscopic depth
perceptlOn･ They measured stereoscopic aCCmaCy under the condition in which the Gabor patch
was positioned aは'Veal vision･ However膏om our preliminaIy ObseⅣation言t wa誼,und that the
onhogonally一〇riented Gabor patches can produce stereoscopic depth when the patches are placed
at peripheral vision･ The請st pu岬OSe Of the present study was to conn- this mding
psychophysically (Experiment 1 ) 〟
Moreover, if second-order stereoscopic, depth is derived from only the contrast information,
it should be possible to perceive depth even with the interocularly-different spatial frcquency･ The
second purpose of the present study was to investlgate Whether second-order stereopsIS is
independent of the spatial frequency of each of the carrier gratlngS Which have orthogonal
orientation interocularly (Experiment 2) ･ In the interocularly-orthogonal condition, the Hrst-Order




Three obseⅣers (H.SJM., ∫.G.) pa止cipated in th誼'110wing two experiments. The author
was one of the obseⅣers･ All obseⅣers had coHected-normal vision and were expehenced in
psychophysical experiments ･
Apparatus
The stereoscopic Stimuli were generated by an EPSON PC486MU computer and presented
on a MAG DX15T monitor with a l･ame rate of 56･6 Hz and a resolution of 640 X 400 pixels･
The plXel size was approx･ 1 ･2 arc min at a viewlng distance of 129 cm･ The monitor was driven
by an 8-bit color video board (CANOPUS SuperCVI) to generate 256 gray-levels.
The胤and right halrimages of the stereoscoplC Stimuli were displayed side-by-side on the
monitor･ The subject sat with hislher head in a chin rest in請nt of a stereoscope. Each stereo
half-image was viewed via the two front-aluminized mirrors of the stereoscope･ This apparatus
made it easy to請se the two stereo halLimages･ The hals were mn in a darkened room･
Stimuli
All of the stereoscoplC Stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of patches of sinusoidal
grating whose amplitude was modulated by a two-dimensional Gaussian envelope (Gabor
patches)〟 The fbrm of the Gabor請nction was:
G(〟,y,0) -A*sin 12n*(cosO*鱒+ sinO*y)*FJ*exp I-(32 +y2) /(202)I (1)
where A is the amplitude of the Hmction, 0 controls the orientation of the carrier gratmg, F is the
spatia皿equency of the caHier grating, and a is the standard deviation of the Caussian envelope･
The mean luminance was 52 cdlm2･ The conmst of the carrier grating Was de血ed as
(LP｡ak - Lm｡an) I (2 * Lm｡｡n)･ The constant contrast of all stimJi was approx. loo‰. The
orientation of the carrier gratmg was either vertical or horizontal･ The spatial l･equency was
variable, as described later in detail･ The standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope was O･44
dog, which corresponded to A /I 2 for 1.6 C/dog grating (A is oneuycle of the carrier grating). It
was constant regardless of the carrier frequency･
1}oceduIで
A single exposure forced-choice paradigm was used as the psychophysical procedure･ One
stereo-pall Was presented above the徹ation cross, while the other was presented below･ The
ve誼cal distance between the徹ation cross and the two Caber patches was held constant at 4
times the standard deviation of the Caussian envelope･ The horizontal position of the Gabor patch
was Jlttered randomly wi山n half the binocJar disparlty ln Order to prevent subjects請m using
dichoptlC Width cues etc･ The binocular disparlty Of one stereo-pall Was Crossed against the
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餓ation and the other was uncrossed by the same amount･ At鮒y percellt probability, the crossed
or uncrossed stereo-pall Was presented above or below the厳ation･
The two stereo-pairs were presented simultaneously f♭r 153 msec (357 msec i･, the Case OfI
subject J･C･)i The subject was asked to decide which stereo-pair was in什ont and t｡ respond by
pressmg a mouse button･ The subsequent stimulus followed after the response･ The fixation was
presented throughout the experiment･ Auditory feedback was g.ven for failed responses･
各コ
Since the巌ation cross, rather than Nonius lines, was used in both experiments言t is
probable that vergence eye movements could not be suppressed･ HoweveL the exposure time was




If the second-order dispar.ty s.gnal is extracted from only the envelope of the Cahor patches･
independent of the caHier gratlng言t should be possible to perceive stereoscopic depth when the
carrier gratlng Of each patch is onhogonally oriented･ In Experiment l㍉here were three types of
conditions regarding the orientation of the carrier grat.ng for each eye･･ vertical-vertical･
horizontal-horizontal and horizontal-venical. In each condition, the spatial誰quency of the
carrier gratlng Was either 1 ･6 or e･4 cldeg, while the size of the Gaussian envelope was constant
at 0,44 deg･
The subject 's task was to indicate which of the stereo-palrS above a,ld below the徹ation was
in什ont･ The two stereo-palls COmprlSed the same Gabor patches･ The relative disparities between
the upper and the lower stereo-palls Were 4･7, 9･4, 18･8, 28･2, 42･3･ or 56･4 mュn arc･ For
example, 1n the case of 56･4 min arc, one stereo-pall Was the crossed dispar,ty of 28･2 mュn arc
agalnSt the厳ation cross and the other was the uncrossed disparlty Of 28･2 min arc･ An example
of the stimulus with the onhogona1-Orientation condition is shown in Fig･ 1 ･
One session was run in a series of 6 blocks (3 orie,ltations x　2 spatial缶quencies)
Comprising 144 trials (6 disparities x24 rehearsals)･ Blocks and五als in each block were
randomized in order. The subjects panicIPated in three sessions･ Final data were thus based on
72 trials per stimJus condition･
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Figme l･ An examp一e o白he stimJus used in Experiment l･ The Gabor patches (see
text tor detailed. description of stimuli) in the interocularly-orthogonaI
orientation condition虹e Shown･ The stereo釘am is he stimJus w皿a
spatial誰quency of e･4 cldeg･ The subjec- was asked to repon which of he
stereo-palls presented above and below the rIXation cross was inがont.
ReSu妨
Figue 2 shows the results of the orthogonaI-Orientation condition for three subjects. Plotted
on the abscissa is the relative dispa可between the two stereo-palls, and plo請ed on me ordinate
is the percentage of conect responses･ The dotted line indicates the chance level of the
pe的-ance in me depth dischmination tasks.
The deph dischmination of the onhogonauy一〇hented stereo-pairs depends on the spatid
Hequency of the carher gratlng･ As the relative disparity Was larger, the perfomance in the 6･4
cldeg condition improved with the peak of 28･2 disparlty･ Though me pe品mance in he l･6
cldeg condition was lower than that in the 6･4 cldeg condition言t tended to improve wih the
laIger disparities･
The results of venical-venical and horizonta一-horizontal orientation conditions are not shown
in Fi糾re 2･ The subject H･S･ showed high peh-ances lbr all conditions except in the range of
small disp紺ities in the 6･4 cldeg condition. The reshs of the subjects I.M. and ∫.C. were simih
in all the conditions･ ln the vertical-vertical condition, the perfo-ances of both 1 ･6 and 6･4 C/dog
improved with disparity and were better than that of e･4 cldeg in the onhogonal condition･ In he
hohzontal-hohzontal condition, 一ike the onhogonal condition, the data of 1 ･e cldeg showed a
lower perfo-ance while the data of 6･4 C/dog showed higher perfo-ances･

















Relative disparity (min arc)
〇五hogonal
Figure 2･ Percent conect responses as餌lCtions of relative
dIsparTty Obtained for the orthogonaJ orientation
condition in three subjects･ Two spatial血･equencies
of the caJTier grating were teste,A at l･6 (ll) and 6･4
(A) 'Jdeg･ The standard deviation of the C-ssian




lt is clear that the oHhogonally-oriented stereo-pall enables the percept10n Of stereoscoplC
depth, contrary to the res山s fbund by Wilcox and Hess (1996)〟 They suggested that envelope
extraction in second一〇rder stereopsIS Was based on the orientation-tuning mechanism, because the
一イ
orthogonally-oriented stereo-pall in foveal vision impaired the depth perceptlOn･ In contrast,
peripheral targets with l･76｡eccentriclty Were used in the present experiment･ Ther誼're,
Orientation selectivity ln Second-order stereopsIS Seems tO depend on retinal eccentriclty巾ke the
dependence on pedestal disparity (Nishida 皮 Sate, 1995; Wilcox & ness, 1996).
Why did the carrier spatial誰quency inHuence the disparlty eXtraCtion血om the comrast
envelope? One might reason that spatial血equency-tuned mechanisms which have a d鵬rent
contrast sensitivlty provide input to the computation of disparlty･ Indeed, the e鵬cts of contrast
on stereoacuity vary with spatial frequency (Halpern a Blake, 1988; Legge a Gu, 1989). The
stereoscopic mechanism has a similar contrast sensitivlty function to the monocular detection
threshold (Frisby & Mayhew, 1978; Legge 皮 Gu, 1989; Smallman & MacLeod, 1994). However,
this view is implausible, because stereoscoplC aCulty Should not be inHuenced within the spatial
品quency range of betwee,1 l･6 and 6･4 cldeg under loo‰ contrast (see Schor 皮 Howanh,
1986)･
Experiment 2:
lnlerocular spatial frequency dlmerence
lfthe second-Order disparlty Slgnal is extracted五〇m only the Caussiall envelope of the Cabor
patch言ndependent of the canier gratlng言t should be possible to perceive stereoscopic depth
when the spatia1品quency of each carrier grating lS interocularly d鵬rent･ In Experiment 2, the
spatial frequency of one Gahor patch was held constant at either 1 ･6 or 6･4 0/dog,while the other
was vahed at l･6, 2･2, 3工4･5, or 6･4 cldeg･ The size of the Gaussian envelope was constant at
O･44 deg･ In order to prevent the extraction of the first-order dispar.ty signal tuned for
interocJarly similar orientations, the Gamier gratlngS Of all stereo-palls Were Oriented
onhogonally･ The relative disparities between the upper and lower stereo-palls Were 4.7工8.8, or
42･3 mュn arc･ An example of the stimulus is shown in Fig･ 3･
One session was mn in a series of 12 blocks (2 constant spatial什equencies x6 spatial
倍equencies) Comprising 72 trials (3 disparities x 24 rehearsals). Blocks and trials in each block
were randomized in order･ The subjects paniclpated in three sessions. Final data were thus based
on 72 trials per stim山s condition.
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Figue 3･ An example of the stimulus used in Experiment 2･ The Caber
patches have interocJ山y onhogond orientations and d鵬rent
spatial Hequencies･ The stereogram is the stimulus with a
constant spatiaMequency or 6･4 C/dog respectively and with a
variable spatial H･equency or ･3･1 C/deg･
Results
Fi糾reS 4a and 4b show the請nctions lbr the constant spati血統quencies of l･e and e･4
cldcg, relatively･ The percentage of conect responses decreased as the interocJar d胱rence in
spatial H･equency.ncreased･ Those stimuli where the spatial H･equencies between the stereo-palrs
were simdar. retained high perfo-ances･ When the interocuJar diHerence exceeded two octaves･
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Spatialをequency (C/°eg)
(b) 6･4 C/°eg
Figme 4･ Percent correct responses as functions of variable spatial hequemy obtained t'or the Constant spatial frequcn(lies
｡f l･6 ←･Ideg (a) aT-d e･4 eldeg (I)) in the three sl,bjects･ The three relative disparities were tesled with 4･7 (○)
言8.8 (i l) and42.3 (△) mlnarC.
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Discussion
- The results of Experiment 2 indicate that the disparity eXtraCtionがOm the contrast envelope
is impaired by the d鵬rent canier血equency･ One might reason that spatial血equency-tuned
mechanism,S, which have a dit'ferent contrast sensitiv.ty, would produce a difference in apparent
contrast between the l誼and hght eyes･ Unequal monocJar contrasts might a鵬ct disparlty
sensitivlty･ However, although the int,erocular difference in contrast reduces sensitiv.ty, it does not
make disparity detection impossible (Westheimer & McKee, 1980; Halpern & Blake工988; Legge
皮 Gu, 1989). In contrast, the present results indicate that the large interocJar d鵬rence in spatial
血equency at loo‰ contrast lowers the correct responses to the chance levels ill the wide range
of disparlty･
Julesz and Miller (1975) found that stereopsis was not abolished by the monocular band-
limited mashing noise if the spatial frequency content of that noise was two octaves removed H･om
that car･ying the stereoscopic disparities (see also Frisby a Mayhew, 1977･, Yang a Blake, 1991)I
IIl the similar demonstrations, stereopsIS Can OCCur Only when the two halves of the rival-texture
:tereogram contain some overlapping spatial hequency content (Mayhew a Frisby, 1976; Frisby
& Mayhew工978)i The stimuli used in the present experiment resemble those used in the study
of Mayhew and Frisby･ Thus, second一〇rder stereopsIS is highly likely to he mediated by the Spatial
血equency channels･
General Discussion
Experiments 1 and 2 showed the three aspects of seco.ld-order stereopsIS i.- clear fashion
and demonstrated several points Which contradict the mdings of previous studies･
The nrst of these polntS is that the envelope-based disparity Slgnal in peripheral vision is
derivedかom the outputs of orientation-unspec誼C帥ers･ This result colltraStS With the results or
Wilcox and ness (1996) which demo･lStrated that the envelope extraction was orientation-tuned
at roveal vision. The early investigations which used random-line stereograms (Frisby a Julesz,
1975工976) and single line segments (Mitchell & 0 'Hagan, 1972) also indicated depth reduction
with longer lines at o血ogonal orientation, which implied the line detectors speci缶ed by
orientatioll･ Funhermore, evidence五〇m nemophysiologlCal studies showed orie,ltation-tuned
disparity units (Barlow, Blakemore 皮 Pett宙ew, 1967; Hubel 莱 Wiesel工970; Poggio 堤 Fischer,
1977)･
The second polnt is that orientation-unspec誼c process1.1g I一l SeCOIld-order stereopsis has a
good pe品rmance in high spatia皿equency･ This result contrasts with a recent study by Mall誼eld
and Parker (1993)･ According to their mashing paradigm using bandpass一缶ltered RDSs at lower
spatial血equencies, the Hrst一〇rder disparlty detectors included substantial non一〇riented
components, even though the orientatioll-tuned mashing occuned at a wide range of spatial
誰quencies･ This situation is contrary to the case of Experimellt 1 ･
The third polnt is that the envelope-disparlty detectors have separate spatial hequency
bands･ The results ill Experiment 2 indicated that it was necessary for second-order stereopsIS tO
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contain similar spatial frequency components between the left and right eyes. Stereoscopic depth
disappears when the spatial i･equencies of a stereo-palr are two OCtaVeS distant from each other.
The bandwidth necessary fbr produclng the envelope-disparlty Slgnal resembles the mdings of
山esz and Miller (1975) which dealt with鉦st-order stereopsis.
In order to interpret these results and to reconcile the above一mentioned contradictions, lt is
possible to present the followlng two POSSibilities regarding the second-order stereoscopic
mechanism.
First, the stereoscopIC PrOCeSSlng for the peripheral second-Order features might not be tuned
for orientation. whereas those for the first-Order features and the foveal second-Order features
might be tuned for oricntation･ This possibility (hercaHcr called "tuning hypothesis") indicates
that the nature of the dependence on Orientation is based solely on the second一〇rder stereoscopIC
mechanism.
Second言he envelope-disparity detector might not be orientation-selective regardless of
eccentriclty･ However言n the cases of fbveal stimuli including onhogond carrier orientations, the
carrier-dispar.ty detectors interfere with the envelope-disparlty detectors in higher stages of the
stereoscopic processi･.g･ This possibility (hereaHer called "interference hypothesis") indicates that
the nature of the dependence on orientation is based on the innuence of the品st-order
stereoscopic meChanisms within the rallge ill Which the carrier-disparlty detect｡rs請nction
e範ctively (e･g･ in the fbvea)･
It is also possible to apply the two hypotheses to explain tlle鮒lowlng e範cts of the canier
spatial frequemy･ The second-order stereoscopIC mechanism was less selective to orientation at
higher spatia皿equencies (Experiment 1 ) , whereas the鉦st-order stereoscopic mechanism was less
selective to orientation at lower spatial frequencies (Mansfield and Parker, 1 993)
According to the fun.ng hypothesis, the second-order stereoscopIC mechanism might prefer
the narrow-band stimuli･ Hess and Wilcox (1994) reported that, for narrow-band stimuli,
stereoacuity depends on the size of the contrast envelope･ In the presellt experiment, the size of
the contrast envelope was held constant･ Therefbre, the Caber patch with 6･4 cldeg gratlng had
a narrower bandwidth･ Why then would the second-order stereoscopIC mechanism prefer the
naHOWband stimuli? The contrast ellVelope is extracted through IlOn-linear operations such as
hal阜 or肌1-wave rect諸cation･ Since the rectmed proⅢe of the carrier grating With high spatial
fiequemy, rather than Tow spatial frequency, resembles the profile of the Gaussian envelope, the
second-order stereoscoplC mechanism might血nction e耽ctively･
On the other hand, based on the inte昆rence hypothesis, lt COuld be considered that the
higher the spatial什equency -S, the narrower the range of inte昆rence by the血st-order
stereoscoplC mechanism wo血d be･ The small disparities may be computed by detectors tuned fbr
the high spatia皿equency, while the large disparities may be computed by detectors tuned fbr the
Tow spatial rrequemy (Richards a Kaye, 1974; Schor a Wood, 1983)･ The disparity for optimal
stereoscopic sensitivity was reponed to be a binocJar phase shm of 90 °eg (Smallman 皮
MacLeod, 1994)i Therefore, the range of interference by the carrier-disparity detectors tuned for
the high spatial freque-y might be narrow, and in such a case stereoscopic depth might be
generated by pmely the envelope-disparlty detectors since the nrst一〇rder stereoscopic mechanism
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did not interfere with the overall stereoscopIC PrOCeSSlng･
Which of the two hypotheses is more plausible? For nanow-band stimuli, stereoaculty
depends ~ on second-order sterePscopic processing (Hess & Wilcox, 1994)･ Second一〇rder
stereoscopic processing depends on the spatia1倍equency (ExperimelltS 1 and 2)∴ Thus言t is
natLlral to consider that independent spatial-frequency-channels tor second-order stereopsis have
d鵬rent tunlng請nctions of orientation･ If so, the tunlng hypothesis is more reasonable･ On the
other hand, the請lowlng Viewsぬvor the i丘e昆rence hypothesis. It was reponed that stereoscoplC
sensitivity for high spatial frequency decreased with retinal eccentriclty, While that for low spatial
血equency remained relatively invariant (Siderov 堤 Ha-enh, 1995)i This relation between
eccentricity and spatial什equency might coHespond to the ranges within which the camier-
disparlty detectors might interrere･ If binocular rivalry causes impalrment Of the r.rst-order
stereoscopic prOCeSSlng, the suppression of the peripheral carrier-disparlty detectors results in a
lower perfbrmance on depth discrimination at a lower spatial血equency, but a higher
pe品,rmance at a higher spatial血equency, The inHuence of binocu一ar riva申on stereoscopIC
depth can not be disregarded･ Thus,.t is di飾cult to decide which of the two hypotheses is the most
plausible･
Fmher investlgations are essential in order to ascenain why it is that second-order disparlty
detection at peripheral vision is untuned for orientation, yet tuned for spatial frequency and also
to conclude whether it is the tuning or the interference (or both) that is involved in orientation-
selectivlty and spatial血equency-dependency ln Second-order stereopsIS･
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